Product Portfolio

Visually connect your world with the highest quality embedded video and enterprise video conferencing
VidyoCloud™

Rapidly deploy video collaboration without sacrificing quality

- Quality: Up to Ultra HD Support for Video and Content
- Reliability: Dynamically Adapts to Your Network
- Hybrid: Optimize Traffic with Available Hybrid Deployment
- Interoperability: Virtually Any Device, Any Time, Any Where
- Secure: Encrypted Communications to Protect Privacy
- Multiparty Conferencing: Distributed Workgroup Collaboration
- Integrated Directory: Dial By Name Simplicity
- Click to Connect: Meet with Anyone Inside or Outside Your Organization
- Recording: Archive meetings for training, compliance and more
Personal and Group Solutions
High quality face-to-face video on phones, tablets, laptops, and conference rooms

Vidyo Neo™

Desktop Based Visual Collaboration
A powerful business-grade experience for the most network-resilient desktop video conferencing

Mobile Conferencing & Collaboration
A powerful business-grade app for the highest-quality mobile video conferencing.

VidyoRoom™

Group Video Conferencing
An enterprise grade video conferencing systems for high quality team collaboration. The VidyoRoom delivers incredible 4K Ultra HD experiences from huddle rooms to large conference rooms.
VidyoConferencing™
Highly scalable software infrastructure for high quality collaboration

- **Personal**
  - Vidyo Neo™

- **Group**
  - Vidyo Room™

- **3rd Party**
  - H.323/SIP or Voice Only

**Core Infrastructure**

- Vidyo Portal™ and Vidyo Router™

**Interoperability**

**Vidyo® Works™ Developer Platform**

**Vidyo Router™**
- Media routing and video optimization

**Vidyo Replay™**
- Conference recording and webcasting

**Vidyo Voice™**
- Voice service for Vidyo system

**Vidyo Portal™**
- Management and call control

**Vidyo Gateway™**
- Interface for H.323 and SIP

**Vidyo® Server for WebRTC**
- Native integration with WebRTC
API Cloud Platform for Embedded High Quality Video

Global Footprint
Geographically optimized video connection

Pay as you go Pricing
Simple, affordable, easy to get started

4K Quality
The highest quality resolution on the market for crystal clear video and screenshares

Multiparty Video
Bring groups of people together face-to-face over video

Customizable Layouts
Build the multiparty layout you want with customizable video tiles

Screen Sharing
Share your app or entire desktop

Dynamic Video Adaptation
Continuously optimized video for your specific network connection and device

Wideband Audio
Hear as clearly as you see

Firewall Traversal
Easily connect through NAT, proxies, and firewalls

Supported Platforms
Android, macOS, iOS, Windows

Supported Languages
JavaScript, HTML, CSS, Objective-C
THE VIDYO DIFFERENCE

**Quality**
Stunning 5K video quality

**Resilience**
Error resilience over wireless and Internet connections

**Scalability**
Grow from small to massive

**Interoperability**
Compatible with existing technologies

**Security**
Hardened with industry standard encryption

**Distributed**
Globally distributed architecture

**API’s & SDKs**
Embed video into your application

**Cloud & On-Prem**
Flexible deployment options